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Background 
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Dynamic 
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(Potential change location) 
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(Base version of program) 

Execution set 
(Set of program inputs) 
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3 
Problem 

DDIA 

Inputs 

Impact set 

 Efficient approaches are too imprecise                                        
(e.g., PathImpact/EAS [T. Apiwattanapong et al., 2005]) 

 Precise approaches are too expensive 
(e.g., dynamic slicing [X. Zhang et al., 2004]) 

 Developers need techniques of 
multiple levels of cost-effectiveness 
tradeoffs for diverse needs                                   
(e.g., budgets versus the level of precision needed) 
[C.R. Souza et al., 2008] 

 

 
 
 



4 
Approach 

DDIA 

Inputs 

Impact set 

 Utilize static dependencies in 
collaboration with method-level 
execution traces (i.e., hybrid approach) 

 Exploit additional dynamic information 
 Statement coverage 
 Dynamic points-to data [M. Mock et al., 2005] 

 Guide trace-based impact 
computation with both static and 
dynamic information 
 
 
 



5 
Solution 

 A framework that unifies analysis techniques 
of various cost-effectiveness tradeoffs 
 Including existing representative options (PI/EAS) 
 Spawning three new instances 

 Three new instances 
 TR: static dependencies + method TRaces 
 TC: TR + statement Coverage  
 FI: Full Information -- TC + dynamic points-to data 
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The Framework 
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Static approach 
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TC 

FI 
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Algorithm 
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Experimental setup 
 Subjects 

 7 Java programs 
 Up to 212 KLOC in size (1k ~ 100k) 

 Techniques 
 PI/EAS (baseline), TR, TC, FI (, FI+) 

 Metrics 
 Effectiveness  
 Impact-set size ratios to baseline 

 Cost  
 Computation time 
 Storage space 

 Average cost-effectiveness  


Percentage of impact−set reduction

factor of time cost increase  



9 
Research questions 

 How do the techniques compare in terms of 
effectiveness? 

 How do the techniques compare in terms of 
costs? 

 What are the effects of different forms of 
dynamic data on the DDIA cost-effectiveness? 
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Result: effectiveness 
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12 
Research questions 

 How do the techniques compare in terms of 
effectiveness? 

 How do the techniques compare in terms of 
costs? 

 What are the effects of different forms of 
dynamic data on the DDIA cost-effectiveness? 



13 
Result: querying cost 

Subject 
PI/EAS 

(seconds
) 

Query time of our techniques (seconds) 

TR TC FI FI+ 
Schedule1 0.70 14.60 15.72 19.24 44.26 

NanoXML 0.07 6.24 6.35 5.60 7.97 

XML-security 0.04 7.43 8.01 8.15 16.89 

JMeter 0.02 2.25 2.30 1.82 2.18 

Ant-v0 0.05 3.19 3.39 3.31 5.24 

Jaba 0.29 78.34 99.68 82.55 105.18 

ArgoUML 0.05 15.95 15.98 12.60 15.82 
Overall 0.11 26.33 31.96 26.62 35.04 



14 
Result: other costs 

Subject PI/EAS TR TC FI/FI+ 

Schedule1 5 6 11 17 

NanoXML 11 14 25 39 

Ant 27 142 170 311 

XML-security 33 158 190 280 

JMeter 38 372 408 764 

Jaba 55 289 326 600 

ArgoUML 172 7,465 7,542 11,998 
Overall  73 2,047 2,115 3,392 

 Static-analysis costs in seconds 

 Runtime costs: < 1m 
 Space costs: < 4MB 



15 
Research questions 

 How do the techniques compare in terms of 
effectiveness? 

 How do the techniques compare in terms of 
costs? 

 What are the effects of different forms of 
dynamic data on the DDIA cost-effectiveness? 
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Result: cost-effectiveness 

 With respect to querying costs 
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Result: cost-effectiveness 

 With respect to other costs 
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18 
Conclusions 

 A framework that unifies existing and new 
DDIA techniques, and offers multiple-level 
cost-effectiveness options 

 New techniques greatly reducing impact-set 
sizes, implying large improvement in precision 

 Statement coverage has generally stronger 
effects on DDIA cost-effectiveness than 
dynamic points-to data 
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The proposed framework offers 
multiple-level trade-offs between 
cost and effectiveness of dynamic 
impact analysis. 



Subject programs 

Subject KLOC #Methods #Tests 

Schedule1 0.3 24 2,650 

NanoXml 3.5 282 214 

Ant-v0 18.8 1,863 112 

XML-security-v1 22.4 1,928 92 

JMeter-v2 35.5 3,054 79 

Jaba 37.9 3,332 70 

ArgoUML-r3121 102.4 8,856 211 
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Controversial/provocative statement 
22 

 Achieving 100% recall with respect to actual 
impacts for dynamic dependence analysis is 
impossible. 

 Impact analysis is being emphasized all the time 
but practitioners mostly still stick to old-
fashioned ways relying on manual efforts, what 
are possible obstacles there? 



Design space of cost-effective DDIA 

co
st

 

precision 

trace based 

DIVER 

This work 

dynamic 
slicing 

Key idea: 
 
Incrementally prune methods NOT dependent on the 
query 
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Thanks to (session chair) for the introduction.



Software keeps changing, and the impacts of changes have to be analyzed.

While dynamic impact analysis is an important technique analyzing those impacts, existing such techniques 

are either efficient but too imprecise, or more precise with overly large overhead, hence low overall cost-effectiveness.



In this talk, I will present our solution to these issues and empirical results of our new techniques.

===============================
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Background

Impact Analysis

Predictive

Dependence-based

Dynamic



DDIA



Query

(Potential change location)





Program

(Base version of program)

Execution set

(Set of program inputs)

Impact set

(Set of potential impacts)













The topic we deal with is impact analysis, an integral and critical step in modern software development process, which analyzes potential effects of change proposals for evolving software.



The purpose of this analysis already suggests its predictive nature, [show predictive]

and in this paper we particularly target dynamic approaches to the analysis, [ show dynamic ]

which address the need of developers for potential change-effects relative to concrete set of executions. [this explanation may be omitted]

Specifically, we utilize dependence analysis to find those potential effects. [show dependence-based]



The technique inputs the original, or base, version of the program under analysis, a set of execution data, and a change location, or query, (method here as we aim at method-level analysis); and outputs a set of potentially impacted locations, or impact set, for the query.
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3

Problem



DDIA

Inputs

Impact set







Efficient approaches are too imprecise                                        (e.g., PathImpact/EAS [T. Apiwattanapong et al., 2005])

Precise approaches are too expensive (e.g., dynamic slicing [X. Zhang et al., 2004])

Developers need techniques of multiple levels of cost-effectiveness tradeoffs for diverse needs                                   (e.g., budgets versus the level of precision needed) [C.R. Souza et al., 2008]



















With this mechanism, there is a problem with existing techniques though, the imbalance between cost and effectiveness of using them.
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Approach



DDIA

Inputs

Impact set







Utilize static dependencies in collaboration with method-level execution traces (i.e., hybrid approach)

Exploit additional dynamic information

Statement coverage

Dynamic points-to data [M. Mock et al., 2005]

Guide trace-based impact computation with both static and dynamic information



















To solve this problem, we focus on improving the technical approach to DDIA. 
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Solution

A framework that unifies analysis techniques of various cost-effectiveness tradeoffs

Including existing representative options (PI/EAS)

Spawning three new instances

Three new instances

TR: static dependencies + method TRaces

TC: TR + statement Coverage 

FI: Full Information -- TC + dynamic points-to data











To realize this approach, we developed a framework that …
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The Framework

PI/EAS

Static approach









TR

TC

FI











To give an overview of our framework, this diagram shows how the static program information and various types of dynamic data are leveraged to realize multiple-level cost-effectiveness of DDIA.



Given the input program P, the framework always starts with computing static dependencies of the program (in the form of the dependence graph of the program), then there 

follows up five different paths, each representing an instance of DDIA technique.

If we go straight to computing impacts from the static dependence computation, we actually end up with a static approach which does not use any dynamic data.

If we choose to use method trace, ….
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Algorithm



Dep. graph
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The main idea of the impact-computing algorithm is incremental pruning. 

Suppose the query includes nodes marked in dark red, the static dependencies of the query marked in green. 





Now let us look at the algorithm to see how the framework computes impact sets using different combinatorial schemes of program information.
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Experimental setup

Subjects

7 Java programs

Up to 212 KLOC in size (1k ~ 100k)

Techniques

PI/EAS (baseline), TR, TC, FI (, FI+)

Metrics

Effectiveness 

Impact-set size ratios to baseline

Cost 

Computation time

Storage space

Average cost-effectiveness 













For FC, we study two variants: one using method level dynamic alias data and the other using method-instance level ones, called FCml and FCmil respectively.

The method level strategy maintains a single points-to set of each heap variable (exercised by the runtime input) in a method m that contains allocation sites pointed to by that variable for all instances of m. In contrast, the method-instance level data includes such points-to sets for each instance of m separately.
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Research questions

How do the techniques compare in terms of effectiveness?

How do the techniques compare in terms of costs?

What are the effects of different forms of dynamic data on the DDIA cost-effectiveness?











With the empirical study, we aim at three major research questions. 

The first one concerns about the effectiveness. 
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Result: effectiveness







Effectiveness (Impact-set size ratio)











The lower the better.



The triangular marks indicate the comparison intervals showing statistical significance of differences in medians within each plot. 

We can see that the three new techniques can greatly reduce the impact-set size compared to the baseline; 

On the other hand, differences among the three are not significant, although method-instance-level dynamic alias data is more effective than method-level ones.
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Result: effectiveness





Effectiveness (Impact-set size ratio)











For the other three subjects, similar observations can be found.



Overall, IAPRO reduces the baseline impact sets by 61%–66%, implying an increase in precision of about 160%–200%.
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Research questions

How do the techniques compare in terms of effectiveness?

How do the techniques compare in terms of costs?

What are the effects of different forms of dynamic data on the DDIA cost-effectiveness?











The second question concerns the costs of using our techniques. 
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Result: querying cost

		Subject		PI/EAS (seconds)		Query time of our techniques (seconds)						

						TR		TC		FI		FI+

		Schedule1		0.70		14.60		15.72		19.24		44.26

		NanoXML		0.07		6.24		6.35		5.60		7.97

		XML-security		0.04		7.43		8.01		8.15		16.89

		JMeter		0.02		2.25		2.30		1.82		2.18

		Ant-v0		0.05		3.19		3.39		3.31		5.24

		Jaba		0.29		78.34		99.68		82.55		105.18

		ArgoUML		0.05		15.95		15.98		12.60		15.82

		Overall		0.11		26.33		31.96		26.62		35.04















The overall numbers show that the query cost of IAPRO is about half a minute per query. In fact, the average cost for the other six subjects than Jaba would be 10–20s. In all, the query cost of IAPRO looks reasonable. Further, multiple queries can be easily parallelized since their computation is independent of each other.
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Result: other costs

		Subject		PI/EAS		TR		TC		FI/FI+

		Schedule1		5		6		11		17

		NanoXML		11		14		25		39

		Ant		27		142		170		311

		XML-security		33		158		190		280

		JMeter		38		372		408		764

		Jaba		55		289		326		600

		ArgoUML		172		7,465		7,542		11,998

		Overall 		73		2,047		2,115		3,392



Static-analysis costs in seconds

Runtime costs: < 1m

Space costs: < 4MB













as the runtime phase, the static analysis incurs one-time costs for all queries for the same program version, and it can be incorporated in nightly builds in practice.
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Research questions

How do the techniques compare in terms of effectiveness?

How do the techniques compare in terms of costs?

What are the effects of different forms of dynamic data on the DDIA cost-effectiveness?











Finally, taking costs and effectiveness together, we would like to see the effects of different dynamic data on the effectiveness-cost ratios
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Result: cost-effectiveness

With respect to querying costs













When considering the query cost only, FCml appears to be the most cost-effective IAPRO instance for any subject

16



Schedule1	TR	TC	FI	FI+	2.026111546606215E-2	1.8750299931974957E-2	1.8934792397575572E-2	8.637758553894077E-3	NanoXML	TR	TC	FI	FI+	1.0607603956024106E-2	1.3313667361335333E-2	1.515594013278484E-2	1.1518172184505028E-2	Ant	TR	TC	FI	FI+	4.788270603701282E-2	7.4887492005965173E-2	7.6996259911984027E-2	4.9320447560134435E-2	XML-security	TR	TC	FI	FI+	1.3407585712376796E-2	1.5259242360873476E-2	1.5125493356145594E-2	7.4680996599593517E-3	JMeter	TR	TC	FI	FI+	3.4831846259437194E-2	3.5523396956487971E-2	4.5228905417419002E-2	3.9113830973220416E-2	Jaba	TR	TC	FI	FI+	1.8184360559927721E-3	1.6383775536314203E-3	2.0209974896087139E-3	1.7121	333000694797E-3	ArgoUML	TR	TC	FI	FI+	6.152602505950509E-3	6.7944621756129498E-3	8.6947339210045171E-3	6.9333710275013378E-3	

effectiveness gain/cost increase
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Result: cost-effectiveness

With respect to other costs













When considering the static-analysis and runtime costs, however, TO has the best cost-effectiveness for all subjects but JMeter, for which TC is the best. TC is always more cost-effective than the two variants of FC, though. 



Taken together, these results suggest that the most cost-effective option may vary as certain parts of the overall costs are weighed more than others, which implies that our framework allows users to choose different best options for varying needs.
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Schedule1	TR	TC	FI	FI+	0.93666955896788739	0.4023278642546626	0.19716022090692278	8.6210754464918132E-2	NanoXML	TR	TC	FI	FI+	1.5333746130030961	0.7773249596817734	0.36909842173000063	0.3080706829530287	Ant	TR	TC	FI	FI+	0.61712008701050569	0.60513915938933216	0.30382105540146326	0.29541240650351114	XML-security	TR	TC	FI	FI+	1.228529	3325517654	1.0025446027097098	0.63684237949509515	0.57594293216886283	JMeter	TR	TC	FI	FI+	0.4379911872678931	0.63554942154245286	0.32522820104371164	0.32359399549907214	Jaba	TR	TC	FI	FI+	0.14081956789920183	0.1342103259592245	6.664544737502115E-2	6.488277791910331E-2	ArgoUML	TR	TC	FI	FI+	5.4257756330579311E-2	5.9308304982106499E-2	3.7243970461416316E-2	3.7162532684228033E-2	

Effectiveness gain/cost increase
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Conclusions

A framework that unifies existing and new DDIA techniques, and offers multiple-level cost-effectiveness options

New techniques greatly reducing impact-set sizes, implying large improvement in precision

Statement coverage has generally stronger effects on DDIA cost-effectiveness than dynamic points-to data











To conclude, we presented a framework …
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The proposed framework offers multiple-level trade-offs between cost and effectiveness of dynamic impact analysis.
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Subject programs

		Subject		KLOC		#Methods		#Tests

		Schedule1		0.3		24		2,650

		NanoXml		3.5		282		214

		Ant-v0		18.8		1,863		112

		XML-security-v1		22.4		1,928		92

		JMeter-v2		35.5		3,054		79

		Jaba		37.9		3,332		70

		ArgoUML-r3121		102.4		8,856		211
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Controversial/provocative statement
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Achieving 100% recall with respect to actual impacts for dynamic dependence analysis is impossible.

Impact analysis is being emphasized all the time but practitioners mostly still stick to old-fashioned ways relying on manual efforts, what are possible obstacles there?
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Design space of cost-effective DDIA
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